Developing EPQ Best Practice
Alice Smith School, Secondary Campus
15th - 16th February 2019

Coordinators and supervisors of the Extended Project Qualification who are interested in developing and sharing ideas for course delivery and assessment are invited to join.

We would like to invite participants to lead workshops or discussions in the following areas:
- Taught sessions
- Presentation formats
- Independent learning
- Assessment objectives
- AQA vs Edexcel syllabus
- Standardisation procedures

We will offer workshops on:
- Coaching not directing - action learning
- Online referencing tools
- Supportive essay scaffolds using EssayJack with Dr Lindy Ledohowski

**Early bird** RM120 per person
Book here before 30th November 2018

**Normal price** RM150 per person
(Final confirmed bookings to be made here by 11th January 2019)

For two days inclusive of lunch, refreshments and transport to and from the Boulevard Hotel

Attendees will need to book their own accommodation, if needed. Our recommendation is the Boulevard Hotel, approximately 25 minutes from the school. Further details of promotional rates and booking form can be found here.

Please contact Becky Carville, Head of EPQ: rcarville.ep@alice-smith.edu.my for further information.